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SUMMAR

This report covers the Phase I de opment work for an Automated Gear Tooth

Contour Measuring Device (AGTCMD)t/Piase I is a manually operated machine de-

signed to demonstrate feasibility of measurement to in absolute accuracy of : 10 to

S30 microinches using a noncontacting optical probe. The Phase llwork, when funded,

will provide a fully automated system capable of rapid measurement and wear assess-

ment of spur gears ranging in sizes from 2 inches to 2 inches pitch diameter.

\ he Phase I testing demonstrated state-of-the-art performance as an environ-

mentally compensated coordinate measuring machine wherein precision and absolute

accuracy was shown to be better than the desired tolerance of * 10 microinches.

The noncontacting optic probe, also a state-of-the-art development, showed the sen-
sitivity needed to meet the program goals.

For the x-y coordinate measuring machine, errors associated with scale accu-
racy, vibration, structural rigidity, geometry and thermal effects were first defined

analytically, and then correlated with the test data. Thermal stability tests were
performed to show effects of machine warm-up from a cold start, effects of ambient

temperature and atmospheric pressure changes, effects of human body beat, stabi-
lized and transient operating conditions and the benefits of fluid filling the machine
structure. Repeatability tests weie done for simple mechanical positioning precision
and for part mensuration in the environmentally compensated mode. To evaluate ab-
solute accuracy performance as an environmentally compensated system, gauge blocks
were measured In an uncontrolled room at varying temperatures around 12-1 igher
than the metrological standard.

Unlike the coordinate measurin machine, the noncontacting optic probe did not
attain an operational status in Phase I. Rather, it functioned as a breadboard device
which gave sufficient test data to show feasibility of meeting the desired goals and
provided solutions to identified performance problems. It clearly demonstrated per-
formance better than currently available optic probes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This Final Report covers the Phase I development of an Automated Gear Tooth

Contour Measuring Device (AGTCMD) under Contract No. DAAK50-81-C-0022 issued

by the U. S. Army Aviation Research and Development Command.

The developmental work for the AGTCMD is to be carried out in two phases.

Phase I is for proof-of-concept and involves development of a nonautomated bread-

board machine. Phase II, which may be funded after the Government's evaluation of

Phase I work, involves a continuation of the development for a fully-automated system.

Aerodyne Research, Inc. submitted Proposal No. ARI-P-1358(A) on 12 January
*1981 and a contract was awarded to commence work on 15 July 1981.

The fully developed AGTCMD is designed to provide an automated noncontact

*method for rapid measurement of the contour and dimensional parameters of spur

gears ranging in sizes from 2 Inches to 12 inches in pitch diameter, with face widths

from 1/2 to 3 inches and circular pitch greater than 0.3 inches. In addition to size

measurement, the AGTCMD is required to assess tooth wear damage manifested by

surface pitting, scoring or spalling. i Is desired that the machine be relatively light

and portable. The sensor used for measurement Is a noncontact, optical type of probe.

The desired mensuration accuracy is * 10 microinches for the smaller gear sizes up

to * 30 microlnches for the larger gear sizes. The tolerance along the gear axis (gear

* width) is * 100 microtnches.

The above stated goals for system performance says that the AGTCMD develop-

ment program endeavors to advance the state-of-the-art in two major areas:

a. Mensuration accuracy as an environmentally-compensated Coordinate

Measuring Machine (CMM).

b. Sensitivity and probing versatility of a noncontacting probe.

1.1 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINE

The results of a survey of Coordinate Measuring Machines was published In

March 1981(l). It includes a listing of 16 manufacturers with a tabulation of "Accuracy

() Coordnate Measuring Mac' ies t" nters for Productivity and Profit,' Machine
and Tool Blue Book, March F fbcock Publishing Co.
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Claimed" for each. In general, the values given are valid only at a reference tem-

perature of 200 C and do not include the repeatability of the electronic contact probes.

For the majority of the listings, an accuracy of + 300 to * 400 microinches is given

S for their smaller machines. Repeatability is from L 100 to :L 200 microinches. Those

*manufacturers claiming better accuracy are Leitz, Inc. with a basic system Inaccu-

racy of : 47 microinches plus * 25 microinches per inch. Repeatability is .20 micro-

inches. The Moore Special Tool Company claims the highest accuracy at 35 micro-

inches over a full x-y travel of 11 x 18 inches, with a repeatability of :L 5 microinches.

One role seen by Moore for their Universal Measuring Machine is that of a referee
(2)

when a disagreement exists for parts measured by Coordinate Measuring Machines

Moore acknowledges that their machines do not provide the level of productivity (speed of

of operation) given by the CAM. There are also comments made by competitive manu-

facturers of CMM that published accuracy statements are misleading for one reason or

another and that much confusion exists regarding accuracy performance of CCM.

The author is in agreement with the above assessment and is hopeful that mat-

ter presented in this report offers some clarification. It is therefore appropriate to

U: begin with some basic definitions of terms relating to mensuration performance of

CMM. These terms are resolution, repeatability, accuracy and absolute accuracy.

a. Machine Resolution

Machine resolution, for the AGTCMD, is the length or angular

-. division represented by the digital readout of the display console.

b. Repeatability

Repeatability or precision Is the tolerance range over which the

machine reproduces consecutive measurements, independent of

*true" measurement. While resolution and repeatability are gen-

erally Independent of accuracy, it should be noted that the useful

accuracy of the machine cannot be better than the resolution value

or repeatability rings.

(2) Moore, Wayne B., *Foundations of Mechanical Accuracy," The Moore Special
Tool Company, 1970.
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c. Machine Accuracy

Machine accuracy is the error in measurement of the "true" size

of the part in its current state.

* d. Absolute Accuracy

Absolute accuracy is the error in measurement of the true size

of the part referenced to a "basic" temperature of 680 F. This dis-

tinction may seem to be obvious, but becomes increasingly com-

plex with the level of accuracy demanded and it is seldom given the

recopition that is needed. t follows, from the definition given,

that absolute accuracy is the only meaningful concept for micro-

inch level part mensuration. An absolute accuracy error is no

more acceptable than an accuracy error or precision error since,

in the final analysis, the part is unknowingly measured incorrectly.

Thermal effect is an interactive phenomenon between the machine and the part

to be measured. It involves more than recording the part's temperature and compen-

sating for its thermal expansion. Thermal changes can affect machine accuracy as

well as absolute accuracy. Machine accuracy is degraded by linear expansion of the

machine scale but mostly by structural thermal gradients that cause distortion which

magnify the measurement error. Thermal effects will be discussed more in Sec-

tion 3.4.

Another aspect loosely treated in the CMM literature is the machine accuracy

over the range of part measuring capacity. This consideration relates to structural

deflection, straightness of travel and pitch, roll and yaw of the slides. These effects

are named geometric errors and are analyzed in Section 3.3.

1.2 NONCONTACTING PROBES

To the extent of the writer's knowledge, the CMM listed in the survey use elec-

tronic contacting probes. These can range from single axis, unidirectional probes to

three-axis bidirectional probes. By way of definitions, a common machine shop indi-

cator is a single-axis, unidirectional probe. It responds only to motion along one

1-3



axis, on one side of the contact ball. If this indicator were single axis bidirectional,

it would respond to motion on both sides of the ball and a size measurement would
have to compensate for the diameter of the contact ball. It follows that the multiaxis

p probe would have this bidirectional capability in each of the axes. These definitions
*of probe versatility are given because it helps to place the AGTCMD probe develop-

ment in perspective. The application requires a two-aWis, bidirectional, noncontacting
, probe capable of both measuring size and accessing surface defects along three axes.

Additionally, the probe must have a long, small diameter configuration which allows

* entry into a variety of gear tooth sizes.

Currently available noncontacting optic probes are single-axis, unidirectional
-. with spot sizes restricted to size measurement only. Two of the known manufacturers

of these optical sensors are Selcom and Autech. They are most commonly used for

* measuring part thickness. A single gauging probe measures part thickness with ref-

erence to the part mounting surface or two sensors are used to measure thickness in
a differential mode. Here, the sensors are calibrated on a gauge of known thickness,
and the part size is then determined by algebraic summation of the two sensor read-

*ings. The published resolution of the Selcom unit is 0.025% of measuring range or
• 75 microinches limiting. The aceurscy is given at : 150 microinches for the small-

est range. The Autech catalog data gives a best resolution of 100 microinches and
repeatability of * 200 microinches. The goal for the AGTCMD probe performance

is a resolution of 5 microinches and repeatability of * 10 microinches.

In light of the above assessment of available noncontact optic probes, it should

be appreciated that development of the AGTCMD probe seeks multistep advancement

in the state-of-the-art.

Section 4 of this report presents the results of performance testing of the
Phase I system followed by the Conclusions in Section 5 and Recommendations in

Section 6.
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2. GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2. 1 PHASE I SYSTEM

The Phase I system is a nonautomated prototype of the final system. It has been

designed so that the majority of the elements will be usable in the final system. It com-

prises two basic modules: a stand-alone, electronic/digital readout console and a

portable measuring machine. These modules are shown in the photograph of Fig-

ure 2.1. Included in the machine module is the noncontact optic probe. The bread-

board model of the device is the vertical assembly attached to the bridge of the

machine, as seen in Figure 2.1. The close-up view of Figure 2.2 shows the probe

rod and spindle assembly.

_. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show diagrams of the front and side view of the Phase I

machine. It has an x-y interferometer which monitors the position of the x-y table

slides. The optic probe is fixed to the bridge and the table-mounted gear moves rel-

ative to the probe. This configuration is highly beneficial in terms of minimizing the

geometric machine errors resulting from slide motion Inaccuracy. This aspect will

be discussed in detail in Section 3.3. The probe rod, which is a long, small diameter

lens, is collet-mounted in a precision spindle. The angular position of the probe is

determined by a rotary encoder having a resolution of one thousandth of a degree. The

probe has an electrical surface contact signalling feature to prevent damage from

overtravel. The principle of noncontact sensing is described in Section 3.6.

The automated version of the machine will have D.C. servo drives on five

axes: x, y and z motion; () probe angular positoning, and (9) gear tooth indexing

from a rotary table. For Phase I, the machine is manually positioned In the x-y axis

• -by lead screw hand cranks. The crank assembly for each axis consists of two cranks.
One is for course positioning and moves the stage 0. I inches per revolution. The fine

crank, engaged via a worm gear, gives a stage displacement of 833 microinches per

revolution. The fine crank thus facilitates stage positioning down to one microinch.

With training and care, one can position to about 6 microinches with the course crank.

(2.,
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Figure 2. 1 Phase I AGTCMD
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Figure 2.2 Phase0 I AGTCMD
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Coordinate measuring machines having accuracy levels of 100 microinches or

better are massive, multi-ton structures. Solid granite construction appears to be a

popular choice among manufacturers. One of the goals of the AGTCMD is the design

of a relatively lightweight portable machine. The methods used to achieve this goal

are as follows:

a, The machine can be moved from one location to another without

need for major set-up re-alignment of the 'elements of the machine. This is achieved

by three point mounting pads and two torque calibrated auxiliary stabilization jacks.

Accuracy degrading structural distortion due to mounting surface planarity is thus

eliminated. Moreover, the machine configuration is such that mensuration accuracy

is less dependent on geometric accuracy of the bearing ways. The reason for this is

explained in Section 3.3.

b. Microinch level accuracy requires high thermal inertia, structural

rigidity and dimensional stability. Granite is a good material for dimensional sta-

bility, and because it is used in large solid masses, it provides the desired thermal

enertia. However, it is grossly inefficient in terms of weight/rigidity ratio. First,

its modulus of elasticity is only 0.27 that of steel, but because its density Is lower,

the specific stiffness ratio favors steel by only a factor of 1.43. The large gain is

derived from beam cross-sectional properties. Granite beams are solid whereas

metal beams can be deep section, thin wall construction. Moment of inertia formulas

say that beam stiffness increases with the cube of the cross-sectional depth. Thus,

material in the area of the neutral axis can be eliminated without much reducing stiff-

ness. A third advantage relates to joint construction. Granite beams are generally

"simply supported" joints whereas a welded structure using thin wall deep section can

approach the 'fixed endw joints. This provides about a factor of 4 stiffness advantage.

Thus, the lightweight, high rigidity structure shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.4 is a single

piece, continuous joint weldment using deep section hollow steel tubing.

The high thermal Inertia/low weight ratio Is achieved by filling the hollow struc-

ture with a water soluable oil, such as is used for machine cutting coolants. Fig-

ure 2.3 shows the fluid fill port on the top of the bridge and a flex hose fluid drain

valve at the front undertructure. The advantage of fluid filling s that water has a
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S specific heat value that is 8.3 times greater than steel. The structure holds about

34 gallons for a fluid weight of 284 lbs. This alone provides an equivalent thermal

mass of 2, 355 lbs of steel. The final (Phase II) machine weight is estimated to be

857 lbe empty and 1, 141 lbs fluid filled.

The machine structure was stress-relieved after welding to minimize long

term distortion due to residual stress. While the long term dimensional stability

of the weldment is not as good as granite construction, it will not produce errors

during short term measuring cycles and the AGTCMD configuration is such that the

Fgeometric machine errors discussed in Section 3.3 are not affected by small long

term structural creep.

The electronic/digital readout console is a stand-alone cabinet with cable con-

nection to the machine. This isolates the major heat dissipation components from the

machine structure. The cabinet contains the power supplies and electronics for the

Interferometer and the laser probe. The readout panel has seven digits plus sign

displays for the x and y coordinate position, a six digit display for the probe angular

position ($) and a 4 digit display for the calibrated probe radius (r). It has Individual

reset switches to zero out all displays. A mingle switch is provided to freeze the in-

stantaneous readings of x, y, $ and r. This allows time for manual data recording

of a point measurement. Also Included are a buzzer for probe contact, a power on/

off switch a probe laser power on/off switch.

2.2 PHASE t SYSTEM

Reference is made to Aerodyne Proposal No. ARI-P-1358(A). The Phase I work,

if fumded, Involves automating the prototype machine developed in Phase I. It will

require the addition of the following elements:

P a. Motor drives to the x-y slides that are closed-loop servoed with
the x-y interferometers.

b. A z-axis slide with a linear Incremental optical encoder. A

motor drive that is closed-loop servoed with the z snooder.

ii. 2-7



c. An air bearing turntable with fixturing for mounting a variety of

gear sizes according to Section 2.2.1 of this report.

d. A gear indexing servo motor drive with a rotary optical encoder.

e. A probe spindle servo motor drive.

f. A computing system according to Proposal No. ARI-P-1358(A).

g. Generation of a software package.

h. System electronics according to Proposal No. ARI-P-1358(A).

I. Console-mounted joystick controls for x, y and z slide drives,
probe angle drive and gear index drive.

LA probe radius and z axis calibration gauge.

k. Add w the control panel digital displays for gear turntable angle

and z coordinate and various functional controls.

1 . Safety Interlock for probe protection.

2.2.1 Gear Mounting Method

A preliminary design of the gear mounting concept was performed in Phase I

(ARI drawing J45-0003, included as Appendix A).

Gear parameter measurement must be referenced to the bore of the gear and

since the desired mensuration accuracy is in the 10 to 30 microinch range, the

mounting eccentricity would have to be less than 5 microinches. This presents a

difficult, time-consuming requirement for the machine operator, particularly when

one considers that the bore of the gear could have an out-of-roundness of 150 micro-

inches. A better approach is to nominally polition the gear on the turntable to within

about 200 microlnch runout and compensate for this mounting eccentricity In soft-
ware. The method for software compensation is discussed in Section 3.5.3.

The parestobe inspectedaremostly ringpanwithbore sizes rangingfrom

I to 10 inches in diameter and face widths of 1/2 to 3lInches. The gears should be

mouted so that the face width centerline coincides with the lnterferometr beam; andso

that the bore is concentric with the turntable within. 0002 inches. The mechanism
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S for doing this (shown in drawing J45-0003) is based on an internal three-jawed chuck

approach. Set-up for a particular bore size involves manual positioning of two jaws.

Shop gauge blocks are used to set the radial position by referencing to the center

pilot ring on the turntable. These jaws then remain fixed for all gear mounting of

common bore size. The gear is set on the table and the third jaw is positioned on the

bore to remove diametral clearances. Spacers are provided for positioning the dif-

ferent gear face widths at the correct z coordinate.

61
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3. ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION OF SYSTEM ELEMENTS

3.1 X-Y TABLE MOTION SCALE

The table displacement transducer in the x-y plane is the Laser Interferometer.

It uses the plane mirror interferometer which has a basic resolution of 1/8 wave-
length (A/8) without electronic resolution extension. So, fractions of the wavelength

of a He-Ne laser are counted and displayed digitally. The internationally accepted
standard for the wavelength (Xvac) of a He-Ne laser in a vacuum is 2.4920921x10- in.

Since the laser is operating in air, a compensation factor (C) must be applied. The

relationship for table motion and displayed counts is then:

=x 8y 2.492092x10"5 C (31)

where:

ax By8 Absolute table displacement, inches

D = Digital display counts

M = Factor for electronic extended resolution

C= air Environmental compensation factor based on air

vac temperature, pressure and R. H.

The electronics allows for adjustable settings that give resolutions from )k/8

to X/120. With the Phase I electronics, computer processing of the fringe counts was

not included. This means that a displayed count is not an exact microinch unit. Selec-

ting a resolution of A/24 or M0 - 3, a console display count equals 1.0383717 micro-

inohes based on vacuum wavelength.

The compensation factor (C) will be determined automatically in Phase 1. For

now, a compmation factor handbook is used and the temperature, pressure and

humidity of the air are recorded. The factor (C) has values like 0.999725 for T = 210 C.
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and P = 770 mmHg. This value changes by about one PPMfor increments of 10 C or

2.2 mmHg or 30% R.H. Thus, over the range of ambient conditions, the first three

IL. digits to the right of the decimal point are always (.999).

It should now be noted that Equation (3.1) is valid only if there is no change in the

environmental conditions during a measurement cycle. The measuring cycle is de-

fined as the time interval between initialization and the last measurement recorded.

" Initialization nvolves zero reset of the digital display at the datum point of measure-

ment. In measuring the length of a gauge block as an example, the stage is posi-

tioned so that the probe nulls to zero, at which time the interferometer is initialized

by zero-reset. The stage is then positioned so that probe nulls at the other end of the

gauge block and the counts are recorded. Since this takes only a few minutes, the

ambient changes would be negligible. However, a 20-minute measuring cycle of a

full gear could result in a significant change depending upon room air control. The

foregoing discussion relates to what is called "deadpath" error. The compensation

factor (C) in Equation (3.1) corrects for the wavelengths of motion from zero datum,

but does not account for the path length from zero datum back to the interferometer.

This is labelled (LD) in Figure 3.1. We can measure LD and correct for deadpath

error according to the more general equation:

y x D v C + LD (3.2)
c a

where

LD = eadpath length

C = Current compensation factor

C0  
= Compensation factor at time of initialization.

It is noted that the value of LD is a machine constant for the AGTCMD. It is

independent of gear size because zero datum is the center of the gear which is always
• Death: Linear distance from nterferometer to mirror at the stage position when

the probe is at the center of the gear. This is a constant fortheAGTCMD.
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located on the spin axis of the turntable. Thus, the second term of Equation (3.2)
-corrects for deadpath error via software.

r

L
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1 3.2 PROBE SPINDLE SCALES

The probe spindle has two scales, the primary linear scale (r) for sensing

• " distance from the surface of the gear and an angular position scale (8) for orienting

the sensing beam normal to the surface to be measured.

3.2.1 Angular Position

An optical incremental rotary encoder is used to determine angular position.

It has dual read heads for extended electronic resolution and higher accuracy. The

disc has 9000 divisions and with electronic multiplication, provides 360, 000 counts

per revolution. The digital display reads in degrees and decimals of a degree; for

example, 289.362 degrees. Expressed in terms of arc seconds, this provides an

angular positioning resolution of 3.6 arc seconds.

The probe rotates so that the laser beam is normal to the surface being mea-

sured. The following analytical discussion relates to these requirements.

uI Normality Requirements

*. During a surface scan, the probe is rotated to maintain the beam normal to

the surface. The laser probe is relatively insensitive to small deviations in nor-

* mality. As shown in Figure 3.2, sur- tooth surface

face points 1'and 2'could be measured r

with a constant A angle. Points 1 and

2 represent the calibrated center axis

of the probe and by definition the distance

r 1 = r2 .

Figure 3.2

Coordinate Correction Factor

The x and y Interferometers are zero referenced to the center axis of the probe.

Scanning of surfaces at angles with the axes of the x and y stages requires a cor-

rection factor.
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For point 1 shown in Figure 3.3, the coordinates for the surface are:

xs = Xp + r; (3.3)

Ys = Yp ;(3.4)

x S

- Subscript (S) represents the coordinate

L weat the surface and subscript (P) is the

coordinate at the center axis of the

probe.

Yp r = calibrated probe radius

S
Figure 3.3

For point 2, the coordinates for the surface are:

XS = Xp + r cosa ; (3.5)

yS = yP - rsin ; (3.6)

Correction Factor Error

While a small mismatch in the B probe angle with a normal to the surface
produces a negligible error, an error in 0 as recorded by the positioning encoder is
significant. The error Ax and Ay for an encoder error A$ is derived as follows:
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x 2:
Ax -x Center of Probe"-l Axis

I /3

i .'- AY l//

Figure 3.4

From Figure 3.4 we see that:

SAx= x i-x1

where:

x = rcos3 and x = rcos(+ A)

and substituting for x2 and

Ax = r scos-cos w +/3)] (3.7)

In a similar manner:

Ay = r[sin (0+40) -sin ] • (3.8)

The Teledyne Gurley encoder model number 8708 mounted concentric to the

ais of rotation to within 0.1 mils is accurate to 5 to 7 arc seconds; and as mentioned
earlier is designed with a positioning resolution of 3.6 arc seconds.
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N Selecting:

=150; 7( = are seconds; r =0. 045"

3 from Equations (3. 7 and 3. 8):

Ax =0.045(8.8x10 ). 0. 4micronches

*Ay =0.045(32.77x10 6) 1.47microlnches

We note that (Ax) approaches zero for small A angles while (Ay) becomes larger at

small P3 angles. The worst case for (Ay) when P3 = 00 is:

A = r sin (7 see) =1. 53 microinches.

3.2.2 Linear Position

A four-digit display with E signs is provided on the control panel of the console

for the value of the probe radius (r). The output signal from the probe electronics is

a function of the distance from the surface being measured and the axis of the probe.

This signal can be adjusted to represent some even microtnch increment.
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3.3 GEOMETRIC MACHINE ERRORS

- 3.3.1 Slide Bearing Offset Error

Bearing offset error is seldom discussed by manufacturers of coordinate mea-

suring machines. It is nevertheless a significant error source which must be con-

sidered. Principaly, it relates to the differential displacement between the part

measuring point and the slide position transducer. The transducer scale reads the

length measurement, but due to slide bearing displacements, the measuring point

motion is different. This is one important area where the AGTCMD has an advantage

over the conventional x-y-z coordinate measuring machine. Slide bearings exhibit

angular and parallel offset displacements. These are caused by a combination of the

trueness of the machine ways and structural deflection due to translation of the table

load. Perhaps the best way of illustrating the error relationship between slide motion

anomalies and machine geometry is to first analytically describe the errors associ-

.* ated with a common bridge-type measuring machine (or jig borer) and then make com-

parison with the A GTCMD geometry.

Figure 3.5 shows this type of machine. The bridge has the y axis cross slide

* with the z axis slide mounted on the cross slide. The x axis slide is located on the

machine base Independent of the other axes. A bearing slide has six Independent

degrees of freedom: pitch, roll, yaw, axial positioning, vertical and lateral straight-

ness of travel. The first three degrees of freedom are angular displacements of the

slide about the ways centerline. Axial positioning bears no direct relationship with

the type of geometry errors that we are discussing here, but does involve the cosine

error, to be discussed in Section 3.3.2, and the basic accuracy of the scale. However,

we include it because it is part of the overall measuring error. The last two degrees

* of freedom lsted are parallel offset of the slide Independent of angular motion.

In Phase I, the machine is operated in the x-y plane only and does not have the

z axis slide, so the analysis holds z slide motion fixed and looks at the errors sso-

elated with the x and y slides only. Table 3. 1 gives a list of symbols describing the

various slide displacement errors.
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Table 3.1 Slide Displacement Error Symbols

x s i de LU de

lox Gy

O6 lo pitch

yaw

-y xlateral straightness of travel

dx Ay axial backlash/transducer position error

vertical straightness of travel6z A

The symbols are shown in the diagram of Figure 3.5. Also shown are linear dis-

tances a, b, c and d from the machine scale to the point of measurement. These

distances are what magnify the relative displacement between the scale and the point

of measurement. For the small angular displacements of interest, the linear mea-

suring error (e) is best deicribed with the angular excursion expressed in radians

from the relationship:

e- re (3.9)

Letting ex. e e be the 'part" mensuration error due to the six afore-'y' z
mentioned degrees of freedom and from relationship (3.9), we can write the following

equations for the x and y slides.

a. y Slide Error

- a$ • (3.10)y X

e - atx * b Oz , (3.11)
y y

e a bGy * 4 (3.12)z y
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1 7It is noted that the term (b97 in Equation (3.10) and (ae) in

Equation (3.12) are negligible for the small angles involved.

b. x Slide Error

- -= do 6x  (3.13)

y - Cox 'y (3.14)

ez - dit z  6z (3.15)

c. Combined Slide Errors

W aaly * Ax  efly * dz * 6x (3.16)
" a9Ox * bez  A y * cpx * 6y (3.17)

ez = bOy *hz *dPy (3.18)

Since these errors are independent and of opposite signs, some statistical

cancellation would result; the greater the number of terms, the less likely for all

errors to be of the same sign. Another point to be made i the difference between

repeatable and nonrepeatable (random) errors. For example, a slide straightness of

motion error could consist of both types. The larger of the two would be the tra-

jectory error, which would repeat itself and superimposed on this would be jitter due

to slide anomalies, vibration or freedom of motion. This is an important distinction

because the repeatable errors can at times be established as machine constants and

be compensated for in the mensuration process. On the other hand, little can be done

with the random errors. As a general rule, however, compensation of repeatable

geometric error is not usually done for coordinate measuring machine usage

An examination of Equations (3.16, 3.17 and 3.18) reveals that geometric

errors can be large when the measuring probe is far removed from the slide position

scale, as indicated by the values of the factors a, b, c, d in the machine configuration

shown in Figure 3.5. Since the slide displacements defined by 9, , 6 and A are
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principally repeatable errors, the machine could perform with good repeatability or

preoision but with very poor accuracy. In other words, it would do a good Job of mea-

suring the part incorrectly every time. In this situation, the operator is unaware of

the magnitude of the error in measurement and, on the basis of repeatability in his

measurement, could construe that the accuracy of measurement is about the same as

the machine repeatability error.

To place the magnitude of the error in perspective, the *worst cases error Is
calculated for a measurement along the y axis. The x slide will move only to clear

the probe of the part and return to the same x coordinate. To do this, values are

assigned to slide performance. For example, assuming that over a 2-inch measure-

ment for the y slide,

ex = e = 5x10- 6 radians = 1.03 arc seconds.

Since the x slide was moved and returned to the same coordinate, the displacements

are repeatability errors only and will be less than for the y slide.

P = 2x10 "6 radians repeatabilityx

,y 10 microinches repeatability

Also, for the machine configuration shown, let:

a 12'; b = 8'; c 5',

and substituting values in Equation (3.17),

Q, = atl + bt z + 'y + OP +y x z y O~x y

e y - 5xO 6 (12 + 8) +Ay + 5 x 2x1O 6 + 1Ox10 6

S- 120 + iy microinoes.
y Y

3-13
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SSo, the *worst cases geometric measuring error is 120 mlcroinches to be added

to scale error Ay. All error sources would likely not have the same sign and some

cancellation would occur. By the same token, the assumed values for 0 and tz
were small and could have been larger if a heavy part were being measured. In any

3 event, the same values will be used for comparison when calculating the geometry

errors for the AGTCMD.

Refer to Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 when the AGTCMD geometric machine errors

are discussed. These show the side, front and top views of the machine. The sym-

bos used in the previous example also apply for this analysis.

It will be noted from the diagrams that the measuring point (probe) is fixed in
the x-y plane and Is located at the intersection of the x and y interferometer beams.

, The interferometers are also fixed so the relationship does not change. Therefore,

mensuration takes place by moving the *part' in x and y. This means that the factors

b, c and d of the previous example are now equal to zero and it can be seen which

terms cancel by looking back at Equations 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18. These are the terms

*relating to angular displacements of the slides. Now, by mounting the x and y mirrors

on the same plate as the inspection part, the errors associated with lateral straight-

ness of travel (6 and 6x of the slides are eliminated. This is so because the y stage
y

straight line motion errors are read by the x axis interferometer and can be corrected

for by motion of the x stage; or it can be accounted for by software computation as a

differential reading between the interferometer and probe. When correcting the error

by motion of the other axis, the straight line motion Is determined by the flatness of
. the mirror and this error Is about 2 microlnches compared to 40 mlcroinches for a

typical stage.

The offset factor not eliminated by the AGTCMD geometry is labelled saw in the

diagram. This factor relates to measurement In the z axis. It will be noted, however,

that the magnitude of wa' is much smaller than the measuring machine of Figure 3.5

because the laser beam Is centered at the mid range of z motion. Hence, for a 1/2 In.

. thick gear, 'aw equals 0.25 inches up to 1. 5 inches maximum for a 3-inch thick gear.
The gear mounting fixture to be provided in Phase II sets the gear at the optimum

" height.
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Having described the geometry, the equations for the AGTCMD can now be

written:

a. y Slide Error

x = a9y (3.19)

ey = aGx  yA (3.20)

ez = d (3.21)

b. x Slide Error

e = a.8, (3.22)

e y (3.23)

9z =6z (3.24)

c. Combined x-y Slide Errors

= a * a- a + 6 x (3.25)
x y y x

e =a OxI a.B ay (3.26)
y xy

ez = dz + 6z (3.27)

For a comparison of the errors between AGTCMD and bridge-type machines,

the same slide performance is used for a measurement along the y axis:

Ox  = 5x10 "6 radians

Bx = 2x10 "6 radians repeatability

and from Equation (3.26):

y x X) y

ey = 7a + dy microinches.
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Hence, the geometric error ranges from 1.75 microinches for a 1/2-inch

thick gear to 10.5 microinches for a 3-inch thick gear for the same conditions of the

earlier analysis. The interferometer scale error (A ) was discussed in Section 3. 1.
y

Orthogonality*error in the x-y plane is governed by the squareness of the x and

y mirrors and not the x-y slide. Fine adjust eccentrics are provided for setting the

mirror orthogonality.

q

*Orthogonallty: Accuracy of mutually perpendicular axes.
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3.3.2 Cosine Error

This error source relates to alignment of the measurement axis with the axis

of table motion. There are two elements to be considered regarding the measurement

axis. These are the parts to be measured and the scale that records the measure-

S ment. We can illustrate better what is involved by the example shown in Figure 3.9.

For clarity, the cosine error (9) is greatly exaggerated. In this example, the

width of the channel in the part (dimension x) is to be measured. The fixed measuring

probe nulls on the part of point 1 and the table moves to the left until the probe nulls at

point 2. It canbe seen that the illustratedhorizontal motion of the table is the hypote-

nuse of the triangle. The part is x wide and the table has traveled 6x . The error
(Qj is the difference between the two dimensions, or:

ep = 6x-X,

and sincex= x coo,

M 6 x( - coo~p (3.28)
p

The part measuring error (ep) described by Equation 3.28 does not consider

the scale alignment error in measuring table displacement (6Q. There is an inter-

action between the two, where errors can sum or cancel for the mirror/interferometer

* scale of interest.

Referring to Figure 3.9, the mirror is shown perpendicular to the motion axis

*but the interferometer beam is misaligned by angle 0s . The table displaced 6x but

the point on the mirror displaces 6s along the beam path. In terms of 6x, the scale

error 6. is

'Ps =6 (x .- -x (3.29)
s gos O'
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and the total part measurement error is

Qt= 6x 1 + cosa] (3.30)

If the mirror surface were parallel to the side surfaces of the part, rather than

perpendicular to the axis of motion as shown, the interferometer would measure

short and would cancel the longer than true table displacement. For the case where

the laser beam is parallel to the axis of motion, the cosine error is zero and is Inde-

pendent of small mirror angles. It is academic to go into other geometric combina-

tions since it is only necessary to recognize that cosine error exists. This is true because

the error is small in relation to angle 0; and the error can be made negligible by

proper machine set-up. For a 0 angle of 0.1 degrees, the cosine error is 1.52

microinches per inch of table travel. Assume that the machine table top is 12 in.

long with a T. I. R. of 0.005 inches over the 12-inch travel. This is equiv-
0

alent to an angle p = 0.0239 andfromEquation(3.28), p = 0.0876 x

microinches. Similarly, the interferometer laser beam can be aligned by an auto-

collimation technique from an optical square mounted on the table top.

In summary, the cosine error can be large if the sources contributing to it are

disregarded, but given recognition, the machine can be set up so that the error is

negligible.
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I.

3.4 THERMAL EFFECTS

It is well recognized that part size varies with temperature and that microinch

level measurement must be done in a controlled environment. It could also be said

that the magnitude of the error and factors contributing to it are not always fully

appreciated, and are often disregarded by parts inspectors. Thermal errors are thus

the cause of frequent disagreement between different inspection houses. The mensura-

tion accuracy desired for the AGTCMD is such that thermal errors are a major con-

tribution to the total error budget. It is important, therefore, to analyze thermal

error in detail in order to compensate for its effects and to set guidelines for inspec-

tion procedures.

It was earlier mentioned that the size of a part must be measured relative to a

reference temperature in order for the measurement to have any meaning. The inter-

* national reference temperature is 680 F and if the environment, part and measuring

equipment could be held to this exact temperature, thermal errors could be ignored.

As this is not the case, consideration must be given to the fact that the machine will

operate in a room having temperature excursions, where the greater the rate of

change, the larger the error.

Other than the perfect environment, there are two basic conditions to consider:

a. Stabilized conditions at some constant temperature other than

680 F.

b. Thermal transients during the measurement cycle.

1 3.4. 1 Stabilized-Steady State Condition

The most unwanted of the two is condition (b) where a change in temperature

occurs during a measurement cycle, after the machine has been initialized. This

causes a shift in zero datum and possible structural thermal gradients. A measure-

ment taken at a stabilized, constant temperature of, say, 720 F is preferred to a situ-

* ation where the room temperature changes from 680 to 69 ° F during the measurement.

This is true because the stabilized condition allows for compensation from known data-

the expansion coefficient of the inspection part. The compensation of the laser wave-

*Initialization: Zeroing-out of the x-y-z position transducer with the rotational axis of
the gear turntable.
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length according to Equation 3.2 was discussed in Section 3. 1. It was also noted that
the compensation factor is only one microinch/Inch per 0 C. Now, if the machine

scale were a steel lead screw on linear glass encoder, it would be necessary to con-

tend with compensation factors of about 11. 7/°C, and 6.3/°C, respectively. Hence,

with the laser interferometer corrected for the environment by an automatic com-

pensator, an absolute linear scale with very small thermal error results. What re-

mains, then, is the accuracy in measuring the temperature and certainty in the expan-

sion coefficient of the part. The Phase II machine will have a sensor located on the

table near the part to represent the part temperature and will communicate with the

same automatic compensator that corrects for laser wavelength. With an input of the

expansion coefficient of the part, the interferometer scale will measure a 720 F part

as though it were at a temperature of 680 F. In other words, the scale has a built-in

compensation much like the pattern maker who uses a special scale to allow for ther-

mal shrinkage of castings; except that in this case, it shrinks and expands by the same

amount as the part.

So, Equation (3.1) becomes

y = x = -- L- (3.31)

where

& = Part material expansion coefficient/° F
P

Tp =Part temperature, FP

y = x = Absolute size of part inspected.

Equation (3.31) is valid for measuring a part under stabilized steady state con-

ditions at temperatures other than 680 F. The proposed Phase II machine will have

the H. P. compensator which will automatically handle the terms in the bracket when
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the material expansion coefficient (a1 ) has been input. This is desirable since a

room may not be available where the temperature can be held to 680 F. The tempera-

ture compensating feature allows measurement to an accuracy level where tempera-

ture offsets would otherwise cause relatively large errors. The mensuration error

P encountered when operating in a room having a constant temperature other than 680 F

results from uncertainty in the value of the expansion coefficient of the material, but

this is a small error.

3.4.2 Transient Conditions

The steady state conditon discussed in the previous section has limited useful-

ness because an environment that cannot be controlled to the 680 F refarence temper-

ature may also be one that has rapid unidirectional changes in air temperature, which

* is the condition that will be addressed in this section.

As already mentioned, it is under transient condition where the largest thermal

* errors occur. These effects are minimized by the following:

a. Provide a machine structure with a large thermal mass. Consistent

with the portability concept, this is done by fluid filling the hollow

machine, as was discussed in Section 2.1. This minimizes structural

thermal gradients and bulk temperature changes and thus provides

the thermal inertia that allows longer measuring cycles for a given

thermal error.

b. Operate in a temperature-controlled room where the excursion is

small. The air temperature can have rapid fluctuation so long as it

is plus and minus about a nominal value. It is desirable that this be

. 10 F and since control means are needed for this, it is better to

select 680 F as the nominal to reduce errors from uncertainty Inthe

material coefficient of expansion. The structure, because of its

large thermal mass, thus does not respond to the fluctuation in air

temperature.
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c. Minimize heat conductance into the structure from unstable heat

U dissipating components and allow a machine warm-up time Interval

(from cold start) prior to its use. The major heat generating com-

ponents are located in the stand-alone console. The laser for the

interferometer must be mounted on the structure and dissipates

P15 watts. To reduce heat transfer to the structure, it is mounted

vertically in a sheet metal channel conducive to convective heat

.transfer. The channel is insulated from structure by a thin wall

stainless steel tubing mounting. This gives mounting rigidity while

providing resistance to heat conductance. The 300 series stainless

steel used has a conductance that is one-third that of carbon steel

7o and the design calculations show that only about 10% of the laser
heat is conducted into the structure.

d. Design the system so that it can be remotely operated as a means of

minimizing heat input from the human body. Heat transfer from the

body to the machine occurs by radiation and by conduction when hand-

contacted. Since this heat load is transient by nature, it can produce

large errors.

-* Thermal compensation could be considered for the structure but this would be of

value only for a uniform bulk temperature change of the whole structure. Since tran-

sients cause gradients, it is not practical to attempt this. Rather, reliance is placed

on the thermal stability of the machine after Initialization of a measuring cycle. Even

in a poorly controlled room, cycle times of around 5 minutes would result in small

errors due to structural distortion. However, changes in air temperature pressure

and humidity still affect the wavelength of the interferometer laser beam because this

aspect has no thermal inertia. This was discussed in Section 3.1.1 and was described

by Equation 3.2. So the final equation for environmental compensation of the machine

*" and the part as an absolute measuring system is:

-xvac LC p P Q-8J + L D (3.32)
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It should be noted that the part temperature (Tp) is being recorded by a sensor
mounted to the table. As a result of this, a part placed on the table must be alIowed

to stabilize to equilibrium by conductive heat transfer. The time required for this Is

primarily a function of the mass of the part and its differential temperature. Minimi-

U zing the differential temperature is done by storing the parts to be inspected in the

temperature controlled room near the inspection machine and keeping to a minimum

the time that the part is manually handled during machine set-up.

C',

3
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S 3.5 MACHINE CALIBRATION/INITIALIZATION

There are three basic calibration functions that are required: the noncontact

probe radius (r); the z axis straightness of motion, and the zeroing-out (initialization)

of the x-y-z position transducers with the rotational axis of the gear turntable. The z

axis straightness of motion is a machine constant which, once determined, should not

require recalibration. The probe radius and slide position initialization would be done

with each gear set-up. The sequence would first involve the probe radius and then the

slide position.

3.5.1 Z Axis Straightness of Motion

In Section 3.3,the errors associated with angular and lateral displacement of the

x and y slide were analyzed. It was stated that owing to the alignment of the inter-

ferometer beam with the measuring point, the x-y plane mensuration errors were

either eliminated or reduced to negligible values. This cannot be done for the z slide

as its motion produoes x and orthogonality errors in the third dimension. These

errors will be calibrated out with the same gauge used to calibrate the probe radius.

For this purpose, the gauge will have two foat faces at right angles that are 3-1/4 in.

long-one for the x component and the other for the y component. The face of the

gauge will be scanned along the z axis and the displacement errors of the slide will be
compared with the gauge face whose flatness is better than two microinches. The z axis
slide will have a start of stroke *Home* position in the form of an encoder slit or opti-

cal switch. The "Home" position will be known relative to the gear face mounting on

the turntable. Since the face width of the gear will be Input data to the computer, the

F , face width scan zone for a particular gear will be known relative to 'Home' position.

Therefore, the straightness of motion error determined by calibration can be compen-

sated for in software. These errors will be stored in a software "look-up' table and

applied as corrections at incremental z coordinates.

r 3.5.2 Probe Radius

The laser probe radius is calibrated on a fixed gauge cube whose absolute thick-

nesS is known in the x and y axis to one microinch. A thermal sensor attached
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* to the table will allow compensations for any small temperature changes. Holding z

and y fixed, the probe will sense the gauge surface along the x axis, rotate through

a .8 angle of 180 ° and sense the other surface. The probe radius will then be:

*r =Ax-t (3.33) t Gauge

Probe

where Ax = x stage interferometer reading

St = gauge thickness, A.

This is repeated in the y axis so that runout error In the , bearing can be accounted

j,.i for.

The probe is calibrated over its range of linearity for the purpose of machine

operation in the Size or Surface Profile modes as well as for continuous fly scanning.

3.5.3 X - Y Coordinate Zero Datum Initialization

As mentioned earlier, the datum for measurement of all gear parameter is the

- bore of the gear. Gears to be inspected are mainly ring gears with bore sizes rang-

ing from 1 to 10 inches in diameter. The bore diameter and roundness tolerances are

expected to be large relative to the mensuration accuracy of interest, and since we

have chosen to nominally position the gear on the turntable, the bore runout of about

* 200 microinches will be accounted for in software.

The first task is to initialize the x and y interferometers with the rotational axisr of the turntable. A pilot ring permanently fixed to the turntable and with radial run-

out of less than 3 microinches provides the means for this calibration. The probe will

be computed-commanded to move to the rotating ring for the calibration sequence. As

shown in Figure 3.10, the probe moves from the start position (actually, the stage

moves relative to the probe) along the x axis and seeks the high point of the ring. At

this x coordinate, the probe moves along y until r - null, thus establishing y. The

3
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probe then rotates 1800 and moves to position 2 at the same x coordinate and again

moves along y until r = null and establishing Y2 " The y datum (yd) is then
Y2-

YO =  2 2 yl @ r = null. (3.34)

Since y 0 is now known, the probe is commanded to move to point 3 at y0 . The

sequence described above is then repeated for x 1 and x2 ; whereby:

x 2 -x @ r = null. (3.35)

'o 2

Next, it will be necessary to probe the gear bore to determine its average bore

axes offset. At coordinate yo' the probe moves along the x axis until it nulls out on

the rotating gear bore. While maintaining probe null, the x interferometer reads

the runout which is a combination of mounting eccentricity and out-of-roundness.

Data points can be taken at 5 degree increments to allow computation of a "best fit"

I circle by the least squares method. From this, the mounting eccentricity (E) is

determined and the coordinate correction factors (Ax) and (Ay) for measurements

taken at any gear rotation angle (9) will be:
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t3.6 NONCONTACT OPTIC PROBE

3.6. 1 Optical Element

The concept and elements of the Phase I optic probe are illustrated in
Figure 3. 11.

The light beam from a 7 mW helium neon laser is chopped by a set of oscil-

lating blades at a frequency of 800 Hz. This permits exclusion of signals derived
from other sources of light. Spatial filtering of the laser beam is done with a micro-

scope objective focussing onto a pinhole aperture. This minimizes the signal Insta-
bility by reducing the effects of variations in energy occurring over the area of the
beam Spot. The beam is then focussed onto the SELFOC lens by the relay lens. The
SELFOC lens is a long, small diameter, graded refractive index glass rod. It trans-

fers the image from one end directly to the other end. The exit end of the rod is fit-
ted with a 45 fold mirror for imaging normal to the surface of the gear tooth. The
light reflected from the surface of the gear returns through the optical train and, by
means of the beamsplitters, is focussed onto the two detector pinhole apertures.
The beamsplitter shown near the detectors transmits 50% of the energy to detector (A)

and reflects 50% to detector (B).

Now, one of the detector pinholes is set forward of focus and the other is set in
back of focus. In this way, the spot diameter of the beam reflected from the gear
surface overfills the pinholes. Only a fraction of the reflected energy is received

Sby each of the photodetectors. When the laser spot is focussed onto the surface of the
gear, the energy received by each sensor is equal and it is at this location that the
probe is at "Null.' When the probe is displaced from the gear surface, the light re-
ceived by one detector increases while, at the same time, it decreases for the other.
The signals derived therefrom are shown in the top diagram of Figure 3.12. These

signals are fed into a difference and summing amplifier, where the output of the dif-
ference amplifier indicates the magnitude of probe displacement and the output of the
summing amplifier accounts for variations in gear face reflectance. The difference
signal (A-B) is shown in the lo a r diagram of Figure 3. 12. The operating range is the

L linear portion of the curve indicated. The slope of the curve represents the sensitivity
or resolution of the probe.
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Symmetry of the signal depends on how equal each of the detector pinholes has

been set from focus as well as the accuracy of radial alignment with the optical axis.

The sensitivity of the probe is a function of the magnitude of the offset of the pinholes

from focus. It is also related to the f/number of the optical system. A low f/number

*is desired and the limitation is now at f/8 due to the N.A. of the SELFOC rod.

3.6.2 Processing Electronics

The processing electronics for the optical probe are illustrated in block diagram

form in Figure 3. 13. The electronics have been designed to process the signals from
the two silicon photodiodes so as to eliminate the effects of variations in illumination

level or variations in surface reflectivity, while at the same time maximizing the

sensitivity to positional displacements of the target. Additionally, the processing
electronics provide a high degree of immunity to variations In ambient illumination

levels.

In order to minimize the effects of ambient illumination and to provide opera-
tion at an electrical frequency where I/F noise is not of significant concern, the laser

illumination is "chopped" by a tuning fork type of modulator. The frequency of modu-
• lation is 800 Hz. The tuning fork type of modulator produces a quasi-square wave

type of modulation with a frequency stability of about 1 or 2 Hz. The signal origina-

ting from the detector thus consists of an 800 Hz carrier and whatever additional

modulation is present.

From the electronics block diagram, it can be seen that the following processing

occurs. First, the photodiode signal is converted from current to voltage. The

nominal gain is 10 million volts per incident watt. The nominal detector noise equivalent

power is about 10 picowatts. It is desired to operate at signal-to-noise ratios of 1000:1

or better. Thus we are looking at a signal range of 100 to 1 microwatts which pro-

vides a preamp signal range of 0.1 to 10 volts. The active filter provides an electri-

cal bandpass of 100 Hz, centered at 800 Hz. The gain amplifier, which in reality pre-

cedes the filter circuit, has a variable gain of between 1 and 10. Following the gain

amplifier, the signal is full wave rectified by a synchronous detector and then low pass

filtered to 50 Hz.
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*At this point, the signals from both detector channels have been demodulated

and are ready for differencing and normalization. The A and B signals are supplied

to sum and difference amplifiers and then into an analog divider to provide the

* (A-B)/(A+B) signal which is the normalized difference signal.

5 Because of susceptibility to building and probe vibration, it was found desirable

to include a final 5 Hz filter for breadboard testing. Following this filter, the final

signal is sent to the digital panel meter which updates wery 1/3 second.

.
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* .4. PERFORMANCE TESTING/RESULTS

4. 1 THERMAL STABILITY TESTS

Figure 4.1 shows the machine test set-up for the series of tests conducted to

*] evaluate the thermal stability of the machine. A B&S Model 599-981 electronic indi-

cator with one microinch resolution was clamped to the bridge structure. The mea-

suring point on the part has a z offset of 1 to 1-3/8 inches for the various tests. This

offset relates to the geometric errors that were discussed in Section 3.3. L

The thermal stability tests involved zeroing-out the y interferometer count and

the indicator meter at time (to) and then observing the readings from both sensors

over some time interval.

The mensuration errors resulting from environmental effects were discussed in

Sect. 3.1 for the interferometer scale and Sect. 3. for the machine. It was stated

that laser wavelength changes with air temperature pres are and humidity, that the

• : machine structure distorts from thermal gradients and that the itnear dimensions of

the part and machine change with temperature. All of these things occurred during

the tests conducted. Since the stage was not displaced after initialization, the dis-

from the interferometer to the mirror is all deadpath (LD) and the term

2 LD from Equations 3.2 or 3.32 applies for the changes in the inter-

ferometer scale, All tests for which the data are plotted in Figures 4. 2 to 4.7

were conducted in an uncontrolled environment and without fluid filling the structure.

*' Further, the data plotted are raw data, uncorrected for the change in the interfero-

meter scale according to the preceding deadpath term.

By way of comparison, the test data of Figures 4.8 to 4. 11 show the improve-

ment achieved in thermal stability by fluid filling the structure and controlling room

* iair temperature.

Figure 4. 2 shows what happens when the machine is turned won" from a cold start.

.- The Interferometer reading changed by + 80 microinches and the indicator reading by

about - 30 microinches over a 160 minute interval. The (+) sign for the interferometer

signifies an increase in the dimension (LI9 shown in Figure 4.1. The (-) sign for the

indicator represents a motion of the stage to the left. Hence, the difference between
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the two curves of Figure 4.2 is the mensuration error after initialization. For ex-

ample, for a 40-minute measuring cycle, the last measurement would be in error by
about 40 microinches due to environmental effects. In terms of the desired accuracy,

Uthis is a large error; but this is to be expected when the machine is first turned on.

The system has to stabilize from the heat conducted from the laser and the placement
of a part having a differential temperature. Figure 4.3 shows data recorded from the

same test set-up but after about 4-hour machine warm-up. The mensuration error
here, over a 40-minute measuring cycle, is about 7 microinches and stabilizing to
17 microinches; this is again the difference between the two curves. Also shown in
Figure 4.3 is the unidirectional temperature change of 1° C occurring over the 160-

* minute interval.

The interferometer scale change due to a temperature change from 230 to 240 C
for a deadpath LD = 4 inches is:

SLD = 99972 .7 27 4 = 4 microinches

* hence, the major portion of the drift error is in the structure and part.

The test plotted in Figure 4.4 was run the next day with the machine power on
overnight. It shows that drift continues after machine warm-up due to room ambient
changes.

Most of the drift was in the indicator reading. Room temperature change was no
greater than 20 F over the test period. Up to the time interval of 102 minutes, the

smachine was left unattended and only two data points were taken. After that, the per-

son recording the data was in close proximity of the machine causing body heat trans-
* fer to the machine.

The test plotted in Figure 4.5 was done specifically to determine body heat

-- effects. Up to the 16-minute interval, the drift is due to changes in room ambient.

It is noted that the difference between the probe and interferometer represents an
- error of only 2 microinches. The 10-minute interval from point (1) to (2) shows what

happens when the hand crank support housing is hand-contacted. From point (2) to (3)
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data was taken from a distance of about 10 ft showing that the indicator reading is

returning. Points (3) to (4) show drift just from standing close to the machine (with-

out contact). As would be expected, the slope is not as steep. So the test data show

that human body heat transfer by conduction and by radiation causes a significant

N mensuration error. This occurs because the heat input is a sudden change and the

machine and part being measured have not stabilized to the input. Stabilized condi-
V tion is the key solution to this problem. The Phase H machine is proposed to be re-

motely controlled from a console. Servo motors will be used to drive the x-y slide

and the machine will stabilize from their heat input during the machine warm-up
period. The change in heat dissipation from the motor during slide motion will not be

much different from that of the "locked-rotor" condition because of the low power

needs of slide translation.

Figure 4.6 shows a small drift of 5 microinches with both sensors having the
same sign. So the maximum mensuration error is only 3 microinches (difference

between the two sensors). For this test, the machine was on overnight, the air

temperature changed less than 0.20 F and atmospheric pressure remained constant.

Also, the deadpath (LD) was reduced to 1.5 inches.

Figure 4.7 Is just another thermal drift test showing a thermal error of about

9 microinches over a 45-minute interval. The air temperature was monitored with

an accurate thermometer and showed a continuous rise of 0.30 F over the interval.

Atmosphere pressure changed from 766 to 767 mmHg. After this test, Aerodyne

moved to a new facility.

The test series shown in Figures 4.8 to 4.11 were done in the new facility where

thermal excursions were less than the previous tests. Also, the structure was filled

with fluid to provide a greater thermal inertia.

Figure 4.8 shows drift for the case where the room ambient increased 0.70 F

over a 51-minute interval. Comparing this data with that of Figure 4.7, it can be

seen that fluid filling provided significant thermal stability. Without fluid, the inter-

ferometer drift was 19 microinches for a AT = 0.30 Fcompared to 3 microinches

at a AT - 0.7 F. Also, the mensuration error is less with fluid filling. This is
,a shown better in Figure 4.9, where the difference between the interferometer and
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indicator is only 4 microinches for a AT = 0.20 F. It is noted that the interfero-

meter resolution is set at 3 microinches whereas the indicator has a resolution of

one microinch. It was also observed that the interferometer occasionally jumps one

or two counts. This is a sudden change, different from thermal effects. A count

change due to thermal effects is characterized by intermittent cycling between count

values before holding the next higher count. The count jump was later determined to

be a problem in the electronic circuit controlling the digital display. This has since

been corrected. The point at the three-minute interval in Figure 4.9 is due to this

effect. Figure 4.10 shows drift for the stabilized condition (AT no greater than
00.1 F). This is the first test of the series where the absolute drift of each sensor is

negligible and where the mensuration error is within the resolution of the sensor.

Figure 4.11 is an unattended test over a longer time interval. Since the end of test

points returned to zero, the five microinch differential at the 68-minute time could

have been caused by someone entering the room, but more likely was caused by the

electrical noise interferometer jump identified above.

Allowing for the known electrical noise jump, the test data of Figures 4.10 and

4.11 show that the thermal error is small for the stabilized, fluid-filled condition.

Measurement cycles greater than one hour can be done providing thermal perturba-

tions Zrom personnel and room air are controlled.
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4.2 SLDE MOTION ACCURACY

This relates to the Geometric Machine Errors that were discussed in Sec-

tion 3.3.1. As was shown by the analysis, a major advantage of the AGTCMD is that

relatively large slide excursions have little effect on the mensuration accuracy of the

machine.

Figure 4.12 plots the displacement of the mirror relative to the interferometer

for a 7.2 inch travel of the x slide. The displacement shown is a combination of

roll and lateral straightness of motion occurring at the z coordinate of the measuring

point. Since the inspection part is mounted on the same table as the mirror, it dis-

places an equal amount at the z coordinate of the interferometer beam and thus does

L not result in a mensuration error.

f' The curve of Figure 4.12 does not show how much of the displacement is due to

angular motion versus straightness of motion. The latter displacement cancels re-

gardless of the z coordinate at which the measurement is made, but accuracy is

affected by the roll motion. Refer to the analysis in Section 3.3.1. Equation 3.23

applies here:

ey = ax

where (a) represents the z coordinate from the laser beam-up to 1-1/2 inches for a

3' thick gear.

Acceptance test data for the x-y slide is shown in Figure 4.13. The straight-

V ness of travel is 45 mtcroinches over a 98 travel and the roll is 3 arc seconds or

+ 7.27x10 6 radians. If the straightness of a part is inspected at a zero z coor-
dinate, the error e is zero. If the z offset is the maximum 1-1/2 inches, the geo-

y
metric error calculates at:

ey 1.5x7.27x 1-6 = *10.9 microinches over 9 inches of

slide travel.
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* 4.3 MENSURATION REPEATABILITY/PRECISION

The machine set-up shown in Figure 4.1 for thermal drift was also used for

the machine repeatability test. The electronic indicator and interferometer were

* zeroed out at the start. The x slide was moved away from the indicator and then

returned until the indicator nulled out on the part.

Figure 4.14 plots points representing slide positioning cycles to indicator

probe null. Some of the approaches were unidirectional, while others involved an

overshoot of null. The overshoot cycles did not require reverse return beyond null

to reproduce the unidirectional approach, as is usually done to remove screw back-

lash in machine slide positioning. The Interferometer was set at a resolution of

about 3. 1 microinches/display count for this test. The step rise in the curve is a
thermal effect which Is shown to increase by the resolution increment of 3. 1 micro-

*inches after about four positioning cycles. Had the Interferometer been set at 1.5

*microinch resolution, the curve would have been smoother. If the thermal effect Is
*discounted, the data of Figure 4.14 shows that the mechanical repeatability is as

good as the resolution of 3 microinches.

* Figure 4.15 is another repeatability test made four days later and shows simi-

-" lar precision in combination with the thermal drift effect. However, the drift rate

appeared to be greater than that observed from the static thermal drift tests shown In

Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.6. So, immediately after the repeatability test, a static

* drift test was conducted. it can be seen from Figure 4.15 that over an equivalent time

* period the drift differential between the interferometer reading and the indicator read-

ing was only 3 microinches compared with 10.5 microinches for slide positioning

cycles. This data supports the human body heat effect discussed in Section 4.1 and

shown in Figure 4.5. Note that the Figure 4.15 test was performed one day earlier,

before the body heat effect was fully appreciated.

Figure 4.16 shows mensuration repeatability for a 1. 109 inch long part. These

tests were also performed before body heat effect was known. The measurements

were taken over a work day period where the room air temperature changed from
* 72. 60 F to 75. 60 F. The test set-up and part size computation is presented in the
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following section and was done using Equation 3.32. This was to evaluate machine

repeatability as a temperature compensating measuring system in an uncontrolled

environment. The points show a precision range of plus and minus 3 micronches for

measurement of a 1.109 inch long part. This is excellent performance in view of the

circumstances of the test. The interferometer resolution was set at 3 microinches in

combination with a probe of one microinch resolution. Human body heat effects are in-

cluded but each of the measurements were done in less than 2 minutes time. The tem-

perature of the part was not measured directly and was assumed to be the same as the

- recorded air temperature, which rose by 30 F over the day.

The mechanical repeatability or precision of the machine was shown to be within

the combined 4 microinch resolution of the sensors for repetitive positioning cycles.

Even more remarkable is the demonstrated precision as an environmentally compen-

sated measuring system.
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4.4 ABSOLUTE ACCURACY MEASUREMENT

These tests evaluate the system in the performance of its principal role and

includes all of the error sources that were earlier identified and evaluated on an

individual basis.

The test set-up is shown in Figure 4. 17. Shop gauge blocks were "wrung" together

as shown so that the unidirectional indicator probe could null-out on two surfaces.

The basic dimension (y) measured was 1. 109000 inches. The set-up was checked for

cosine error along the z axis and the block face was indicated to be perpendicular to

the y slide axis within about 50 microinches. The indicator was then nulled out at

point (1) and the x and y interferometers were set to zero. The table was then moved

along the x axis to clear the block step and returned to x 0 . Next, the table was moved

in y until the indicator nulled out at point (2) and the y interferometer counts were re-

corded. The travel path is shown in the top view in Figure 4. 17.

In terms of geometric errors, the above described measurement is the kind that

was analyzed in Section 3.3.1 concerning slide motion displacement errors. It in-

volves the yaw and pitch excursion of the y slide and positioning repeatability errors

of the x slide. The cosine error defined in Section 3.3.2 was reduced to negligible

value by the alignment of the interferometer beam with the slide axis and the table top

was aligned to within. 001 inches with the slide axis. These are initial alignments of

the machine and do not have to be repeated. However, the inspection part has to be

checked for cosine error with each set-up.

Regarding thermal effects errors, the measurement cycle time is less than

2 minutes and we can refer to the thermal stability test data of Section 4. 1. Since the

lead screw hand cranks had to be manually operated during the measurement, the

human body heat effects are the major contributor to thermal instability. Figure

4.5 shows that this can be as large as 8 microinches over 2 minutes but this is the

drift rate upon initial introduction of the transient. The time spent in setting up the

part allows some system stabilization with body heat load and 4 microinciies is a

better average to assume .
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K In Section 3.3 Equation (3.32) was developed for environmentally compensated

measurement under transient conditions at temperatures other than 680 F

y Yvac - ap (Tp -6)] + LD (3.32)

The Phase II machine, if procured, will have an automatic compensator that

will handle the factor in the bracket and the last term will be handled in software.

The instrumentation that was used for the following test was a bulb thermometer

located just above the table to record air temperature and an absolute pressure gauge

with a scale range from 0 to 800 mmHg. The relative humidity was not recorded and

the interferometer scale compensation factor (C) was determined from the recorded

air temperature and pressure at an assumed 50% R. H.

The machine table or part temperature (TP) was not recorded and was assumed

to be the same as the recorded air temperature. Further, in calculating the part size,

a* the last term of Equation (3.32) is disregarded because the means for detecting the

very small change in air temperature over a 1-1/2 to 2 minute measuring cycle was

not available. This will not result in a significant error because even a change of

0.2 F would involve only a 0.4 microinch compensation. Also, the interferometer

was set at k/8 resolution, so Equation (3.32) reduces to:

y 3.115115x10-6D6 C - p 68 (3.33)
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a. Test Series 4/20/82

Room air ambient rising at a rate > 10 F/hr.

Geometric offset: x = 0, z = 1", y = 2'
a

Table 4. 1 Absolute Accuracy Test Data

Ti

Test X/8 Ti Pair
- No. Counts 0 F mmHg Time Comments

1 356146 79.8 775 It49 Initial set-up

2 356146 79.8 775 1:52 Initial set-up

3 356147 80.1 775 2:10 Second set

4 356147 80.1 775 2:12 Second set

5 356119 ? 775 2:20 Other side of block

* 6 356127 80.3 775 2:30 Center of block/correct

7 356128 80.3 775 2:32 Set-up

8 356129 80.3 775 2:34

9 356130 81.1 775 3:06 Repeat test

10 356130 81.1 775 3:08

Tests 1 and 2 (Table 4. 1) show repeatability as do tests 3 and4 taken about 20 rns.

later. The change in counts represent about 3 microinches at an air temperature 0.30 F

greater. However, calculating the part size gives a dimension of 1. 109049 or 49 micro-

*• inches too large. The measurement was taken at the left edge of the block. It was de-

cided to check parallelism by measuring at the right edge in test 5. This showed a

parallelism error due to improper holding in a vise. The stack-up of the 3 gauge

blocks shown in Figure 4.17 were off center from the vise clamp screw by about 1/4 in.

The blocks were centered in the vise and lightly clamped; whereupon tests 6 through

* 10 were conducted with the measurement taken at the center of the block. The variation

.-in counts during tests 6, 7 and 8 are likely thermal effects previously discussed.

4
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Calculating the size for tests 6, 7 and 8:

C = .999731@T=80.3; p = 775mmHg

D = 356128 avg countsC

ap -- 6.5 x 10-6/0 F per gauge block manufacturer

T = 800 F assumed from air temperature and substituting values into
Equation (3,33)

y = 3.115115x10"6 x 356128 . 99731 - 6,5x10- 6 (80-6])

y = 1.1093797 x .999653 = 1. 1089947

- or an error of -5.3 microinches from basic. This is excellent correlation in

light of the thermal effects discussed earlier. Measurement was done in a poor en-

vironment at a temperature 120 F higher than the reference temperature of 680 F.

Tae manufacturer of the gauge blocks (Do-All) gives a tolerance of + 4 and - 2 micro-

*inches for the set and where twc blocks are stacked, the result is a + 8, - 4 micronch

"worst case' tolerance on the part being measured.
An error of 1/20 F in the assumed temperature of the part (Tp) represents

3.6 mlcroinches.

If the vise clamp load were, say, 25 lbs., the blocks would be compressed by

an amount:

= PL - 25xi. 109 = 1. 16 microinches

Ix. 8x30x10
6

* Repeating that same measurement 1/2 hour later at an air temperature of 81. 10 F,

a size of 1.1089937 was computed from 356130 counts for tests 9 and 10. This is

* an error of - 6.3 microinches f.,om basic size. Again, this is within the resolution

of the system, part tolerance and recording equipment used.
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b. Test Series 4/14/82

These tests were run before recognition of the effects of improper

vise clamping and were taken at the edge of the gauge block. The gauge manufacturer
is Helios and the stated accuracy of the set is + 6 and - 2 microinches. This gives a

stacked "worst case" tolerance of + 12 and - 4 microinches. The data in Table 4.2 is
for 8 measurements taken over a work day and shows that the average of the 8 mea-

surements is 1. 1096299 :k 3 microinches which is 29.9 microinches above basic size.

The suspicion here is that the error is due to vise clamping effects which was shown

to be the case in test series 4/20/82 above. The absolute dimension for each of the
tests is calculated as was done in the 4/20/82 series. While the results cannot be

used to demonstrate absolute measurement accuracy, they can be used to evaluate
the precision of the machine in an uncontrolled environment. This data is plotted

in Figure 4.16 in Section 4.3.
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3 4.5 VIBRATION/STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS

All tests were performed with the machine mounted on a table having a steel

base and a 2-1/4 inch thick wood top. The table stood on a concrete ground floor.

The tests dated up to 4/20/82 were done in the Bedford building and subsequent tests

*were performed at the new Billerica building. The stabilization jacks were not used.

The machine did not appear to be sensitive to vibration under the conditions

described above. Shock load from dropped objects or jumping near the machine

resulted in an abrupt change of several microinches in the electronic Indicator read-

.. ing, but the observation is that machine performance was not degraded by the vibra-

tion associated with quiet ground floor buildings.

Measurements taken over the full capacity of the machine with heavy part loads

should make use of the outrigger stabilization jacks. The structural stiffness was

checked by recording relative motion between the bridge-mounted probe and the table-

mounted part. Without the stabilization jacks, a 5-lb load at the exterior top corners

of the bridge causes a 5 microinch indicator reading. At the exterior front corner,

the reading Is less than one microinch; the front has the two main supports. The 5-lb

*load on the top edge of the table causes an indicator reading of 24 microinches. It

should be recalled, however, that this Is not to be regarded as a direct mensuration

error for the reasons explained in Section 3.3. Within the resolution and linearity

error of the indicator, the interferometer was observed to read a displacement simi-

lar to the indicator, thus showing a cancelling out of some of the errors due to

structural and stage displacements. The measuring point had a z axis offset of about

1-3/8" and according to Equation (3. 17) the error would be 1.37 (ex + #x ) . It would

be better here to have measured the angular displacement of the stage rather than the

linear motion of the part. Assuming a radius of 7 Inches for an effective center of

. stage rotation (8+ ffi'8 = 3.43 microradians and the error at a z

offset of 1.37 inches = 4.7 microinches for a moment of 5.5x5 = 27.5 inch-lbs. As

was explained in Section 3.3, the error is zero at a zero z axis offset.
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The above load/deflection measurements show that the welded frame is much

-. stiffer than the x-y stage. Use of the stabilization jacks would reduce the frame dis-

tortion to a negligible value providing that the machine mounting surface is rigid and

stable. In Phase II, ways of reducing the x-y stage deflection will be considered.
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3 4.6 LASER OPTIC PROBE

. Testing has shown a probe sensitivity (resolution) between one to four micro-

inches per count with a useful sensing range of four to eight mils. This sensitivity

exceeds expectations since the goal had initially been set for a resolution of five

microinches. However, these values do not now represent overall mensuration capa-

bility with the probe. The testing to date has revealed probe count instability and drift.

The instability has varied, in a random fashion, to values of about :h 15 counts. This

is multicausal and results from floor vibration and variations in the energy distribu-

o tion in the laser beam. The drift is believed to be related to electronic processing

- of low signal levels. The following presents the test data and discusses the perfor-

mance problems identified.

4.6. 1 Optic Probe Resolution Range and Linearity

Figure 4.18 plots the digital count from the console panel vs the displacement of

* the probe. The displacement units represent one turn of the fine adjustment hand-

*wheel on the machine slide (833 microinches per turn). The solid line is motion in

one direction while the dotted line reverses direction after five turns. The displace-

ment between the two curves is about equivalent to the backlash in the handwheel.

The curves for the tests show symmetry about null (zero count) and is the test where

e the best resolution was achieved. This is about one microinch per count. The range,

for the point pL tted, is 0.004 inches but could have a useful range up to 0.006 inches

-"based on extension of the curves.

Figure 4.19 is another test with different optical parameter adjustments. Here,

" the resolution was 3 microinches per count with better linearity and a range greater

than 0.006 inches. Also an attempt was made to remove handwheel backlash for the

reverse stroke.

The above tests were done with the SELFOC rod. An earlier test was done with-

out the SELFOC rod, where the part was located at the focal plane above the rod. The

*data for this test is shown in Figure 4.20. Similar results were achieved showing a

resolution of 2.5 microinches per count with a range greater than .004 inches.
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From the discussion in Section 3.6 regarding the setting of the detector pinholes,

it can be appreciated that a variety of sensitivity curves can be achieved. The method

used to determine the pinhole focus point involved the following.

A microscope was set up with a 450 mirror located above the SELFOC rod.

L The microscope was adjusted to focus on the laser pinhole (refer to Figure 3. 11 in

Section 3.6). The cross hair of the microscope was also aligned with the center of

the pinhole. This establishes the datum for seting the detector pinholes. Using care

not to move the microscope, the detector pinholes are back-illuminated and moved

axially until best focus of the spot is observed. The pinholes are then adjusted radi-

ally until aligned with the microscope cross hairs. This technique worked well for

radial alignment to within 0. 0001 inches but is nit adequate for focus setting. The

depth of focus of the relay lens is such that the range of uncertainty was about 0.05

inches axial motion. Front illumination resulted in about the same range.

With the optical configuration tested, a pinhole focus offset of . 080 to. 120 inches

is believed to be the ideal range in terms of the resolution of the probe. Hence, the

range of uncertainty is large by comparison and presented problems in achieving sym-

metry of the output signal. In the final system, this can be easily corrected by selec-

ting a relay lens with a better focus resolution.

4.6.2 Vibration Induced Count Excursion

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the effects of vibration. Counts were recorded at

about 3 second intervals. Data cycles (a) and (b) from Figure 4.21 represent the

count excursion from all causes. Included in this is the pendulum affect of the probe

with a heavy mirror at the end. Cycles (c) and (d) show what happens when the probe

tip is structurally grounded with a block. It can be seen that the consecutive count

jump is reduced from about 30 counts to less than 5 counts. This difference is quite

clearly the probe mechanical vibration contribution to the noise aspect. However, it

is also seen from cycle (d) that a large excursion still exists due to other causes.

Figure 4.22 also shows the vibration effect when testing was done without the

SELFOC rod in the optical train. The part being measured was cantilevered from a
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[m standard optical x-y slide of poor rigidity. The plotted data to the right shows an

improvement when the part was grounded by simply resting a small metal plate be-

tween the part and machine structure. Here again we can see the excursion occurring

over a longer time period. Strip chart data have shown this excursion to be sinu-

soldal with periods ranging from 1 to 10 minutes. This effect will be discussed In

Section 4.6.3 below.

The solution to the vibration problem is to mount the machine on a pneumat-

ically isolated table. The need for this was recognized at the proposal stage, before

development of the AGTCMD began. The floor vibration at the present facility Is con-

siderably higher than the previous location, where most of the machine performance

testing was dome.

4.6.3 Laser Beam Spatial Effects

1 A test was set up to try to Isolate the cause of the long period, sinusoidal

count excursion. The two detectors that generate the output of the probe position

were removed from the optical train. They were mounted adjacent to each other,

intercepting the diverging laser beam after the laser focussing lens and the beam

chopper In the optical ystem. (Refer to Figure 3.11 in Section 3.i.1.) Figure 4.23
shows the normalized output from the detectors. The sinusoldal count exoursion cor-

relates with that observed in the u assembled optical system. A spinning disc

diffuser was then fabricated and placed In the path of the beam. Figure 4.24 shows

* the improvement In stability obtained by this device. This data tells us that spatial
energy variation in the laser beam was the cause of the sinusoidal count ecursion

and that one of the solutions to the problem is the addition of a spinning disc difitser.

Other illumination methods offer alternate solutions.

The opecity of the disc used In the above test was too great to be used in the

optical train of the operating system. It reduced the light level below processing

limit when using the SELFOC rod.

A disc using a ItrusiteN lss material was used and this allowed suffiolent

tr. However, the spinning disc diffuser device which was quickly febri-
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cated from available components caused problems of its own. The D.C. drive motor

produced vibration and speed control was bad. It was determined by test that varying

V the speed of the disc caused a change In the probe count. The other dilemma was the

diffusion characteristics of the trusite glass. While it permitted sufficient light trans-

P mission, it did not provide the desired amount of diffuslon.

The spinning disc diffuser described above was located at the plane of the laser

pinhole aperture shown in Figure 3.11 of Section 3.6.1. It replaced the pinhole and

formed the light source object of the optical system. In spite of the poor implementa-

tion of the spinning disc diffuser, it was evident that It helped to reduce the sinusoidal

count excursion.

A probe repeatability test was conducted using the above described spinning disc

diffuser. The SELFOC rod focussed the laser beam onto a specular surface block

mounted on the x-y nterferometer table. With each cycle, the stage was displaced

some arbitrary distance and returned until the optical probe nulled-out. The inter-

ferometer count was then recorded. The tabulated data below gives the results of

three repeatability test series.

V a. Repeatability at prove null (Series 1)

Probe Counts Interferometer Reading (Winches)

+3to+2 0

3-+3to-2 +78

+ 1to- 1 +53

+3to-3 +51

+4to 0 +27

+2to-2 +84
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b. Repeatability at probe null. Probe counts not recorded.

Interferometer Reading (pinches)
Cycle Series 2 Series 3

1 0 0

2 +27 +28

3 +57 +50
4 -4 +34

5 +39 +71

6 +82

7 + 81

8 +73

K Test seriees 14 2 and 3 with the optic probe. can be compared with the contact
probe repeatability test data of Figures 4.14 to 4.16 in Section 4.3. While there is

some thermal drift due to effects described in Section 4.3, the excursions tabulated

are principally due to the optic probe. It represents the contribution from floor and

disc motor vibration, spatial variation In energy distribution of the laser beam and

electronic drift at the marginal signal levels associated with the numerical aperture

of the SELFOC rod. Including drift, the repeatability over the test series is about

I* 42 microinches. It is about k 30 microinches without the electronic drift. Thus,

the present probe repeatability is not much greater than the design goal repeatability

* of * 10 microinches. Since the causes of the Instability have been identified and solu-

tions devised, attainment of the desired goal is feasible.

4.6.4 Surface Scan Sensitivity

In addition to sensing "size, ' the noncontact optic probe is required to operate

In the "Surface Profilen mode in order to detect surface pits having diameters around

* 0.001 inches.

Surface scan tests reveal that the probe Is now oversensitive to surface defects,

i.e., the output signal indicates surface profile magnitude greater than absolute. This
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phenomenon is associated with the uniform phase nature of the coherent laser light
source. A laser source was chosen because of its intensity combined with low heat

dissipation. However, the coherent aspect of the laser presents some unwanted

*speckles effects. The use of a spinning disc with adequate diffusion quality will

produce a laser light with random (time average) phase wavefronts. Over finite sam-
pling Intervals the time averaged effect will be similar to using an incoherent light

source.

Increasing the diameter of the laser spot would also help to desensitize the re-

sponse to surface defects. At present, the spot diameter is 0.001 inches when in
focus on the gear surface. This could be increased to, say, 0.003 inches and still

allow detection of one mil surface pits.

Another alternative to the spinning diffuser and laser illumination is to use a

bright incoherent source such as a mercury arce. With a mercury arc source, no spin-
ning diffuser would be neededbut attention must be given to selecting the most effi-
cient light coupling optics, i.e., using the highest practical numerical aperture in the
final relay optics and then making sure that all other condenser and relay elements
at least match or overfill. Experimental results indicate that a 100 watt Hg arc could

provide ligbt levels of 10-7 watt at the out-of-focus pinhole/deteotor elements.

4.6.5 Electronic Signal Drift/Dynamic RaBE

During the course of testing, difflculties were experienced in maintaining or
reproducing a particular performance level .achleved by optical alignment methods.
Also, one or the other of the detectors would change signal strength or apparently go

dead. It was later determined that, under conditions of high light levels, the photo-
diode detectors exceeded the saturation level of the preamp or the gain amplifier. In
the breadboard, the problem was overcome by monitoring the amplifier output as a
check that the output signsi did not exceed the 15 volt supply limit. In the final system,

this problem can be handled by Incorporating a variable N. D. filter wheel which can be
set from the control panel to accommodate the range of diffuse to specular surface re-
flectivitles. Additionally, the control panel should Include meters for indicating the
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signal level of each detector. When operating the machine by joystick control, this

will inform the operator that the probe is positioned in the operating range and that

fj.i the reflected light from the gear surface is within the dynamic range of the electronics.

In the automated mode, this would all be handled in software.

At low signal levels, typically associated with diffuse surfaces and the limiting

N.A. of the SELFOC rod, it has been observed that the signal-to-noise ratio is such

that larger count excursions occur along with a unidirectional drift of the probe count.

This problem can be helped by scaling up the probe spot size and detector pinhole size.

The PHASE 1I AGTCMD will be pneumatically vibration isolated and this will

permit elimination of the final 5 Hz output filter discussed In Section 3.6.2. This will

aid in improving stability and will allow sampling at higher rates.

As was mentioned earlier, the problem relating to coherence of the laser light

V! is solved by using a spinning disc diffuser. The electronics can be designed to opti-

mize the effectiveness of this device. Specifically, it is desired that the random sig-

nal modulation on the 800 Hz carrier be smoothed relative to the disc spin frequency.

The basic electronic circuit, as now configured, gives the needed flexibility for

optimization relative to final selection of optical parameters such as pinhole sizes,

pinhole focus offset and illumination levels.

4.6. 6 Phase H Implementation

The experimental testing with the breadboard noncontact optic probe has identified

numerous performance problems, but has also provided the means for devising solu-

tions to the problems uncovered. n accordance with the discussions of the preceding

subsections, the following is a summary of the tasks envisioned for final development

of the operational noncontact optic probe.

a. Convert the coherent laser light to an incoherent light source by

designing and fabricating a spinning disc diffuser. The diffuserr must be driven by a low vibration, constant speed motor. The dif-

fsion characteristics of the disc must be optimized to system

parameters. Since the disc plane is the light source object of the

imaging system, the axial runout of the disc must be small.
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The addition of this diffuser device will correct for the count ex-

cursions resulting from spatial variations In the laser spot and pro-

vide the random phasing needed to desensitize surface reflectivity

effects. Attentive mechanical design of the spinning disc meocha-

nism will eliminate the probe count noise that was contributed by

vibration, speed variation and axial ranout.

L b. Select a relay lens which has a smaller depth of focus to improve

upon the axial positioning accuracy of the detector pinholes. In com-

"! bination with this, design and fabricate an axial and radial pinhole

locating mechanism that facilitates the adjustment process. These

features will aid in the optical alignment that determines the sensi-

sitivity, linearity and symmetry of the probe output signal.

c. Mount the machine on a pneumatically vibration isolated table. This

will eliminate the count exoursion contribution from building vibra-

tion.

d. In parallel with the SELFOC rod probe Implementation, design and

fabricate alternate probes. A set of microlenses fitted to a stepped

diameter hollow tube is one such design that looks promising.

e. Add a variable N.D. filter wheel which can be set to accommodate

the range of reflectivities for speoular to diffuse surfaces.

f. Design the probe electronics for optimization with final optical

parameters and for improved drift stability.

g. Add detector signal meters to the control panel for joystick operation

of the AGTCMD. These will inform the operator of probe signal ac-

quisition, probe sening range and dynamic range of the system.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The Phase I development of the AGTCMD demonstrated the feae'bllity of meet-

ing the mensuration accuracy goals of the AGTCMD in the final automated version.

S The test data for the two major developmental elements of the program showed an

advancement In the state-of-the-art. The coordinate measuring machine measured

to absolute accuracies well below 10 microinches and the noncontact probe showed

K! resolutions of 1 to 4 microinches with repeatability of * 30 microlnches.

5.1 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINE

Operating the machine manually with a one microinch resolution contact probe
In combination with the interferometer set at a resolution of 3 mioroinches, resulted

in the following system performance:

a. Absolute accuracy measurement of a 1. 1099 (+ 8, - 4 microinch)
gauge block was within 6 naicrolnches of the basic size in an uncontrolled environment
at a temperature 120 F higber than the reference temperature.

b. System repeatability, under the Influence of changing environmental

conditions, was shown to be within * 3 microinches for 8 measurements of a 1. 109

inch gauge block taken over the span of a work day.

c. The machine appears to be insensitive to vibration levels associated

v !. with quiet, ground level floor mounting.

d. Given insufficient consideration, thermal effects can cause large

errors, partioularly for measurement cycles of long duration. Conductive and radiated

heat transfer from human body heat have a significant effect on mensuration accuracy.

To minimize this error source, the Phase II machine will be remotely operated from

a coa trol console. Unidirectional room air temperature change also causes significant
errors for long duration measurements. It is noted that the measurement made for
Bam (a) mad (b) above were of about 2 minute duration and this Interval was not long

enough to result In signiftcant thermal errors, even under the Influence of body beatL" and changng air temperature. Operating the machine in the fluid-filled mode greatly
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improved the thermal stability. This, in combination with a controlled environment,

showed that measuring cycle times greater than one hour can be done without incur-

ring significant thermal errors.

e. The stabilization jacks were not needed for the test conducted.
U" However, their use would be beneficial when inspecting large,

heavy parts.

5.2 NONCONTACT OPTIC PROBE

The breadboard was tested both with and without the SELFOC rod. Compared

to currently available optic probes having resolutions of 75 to 100 micronches, the

V": AGTCMD probe showed resolutions of 1 to 4 microinches. Regarding repeatability,

available optic probes range between * 150 to * 200 microinches. Here, the AGTCMD

*. probe showed repeatabilities of about -30 microinches but with electronic count drift

when the SELFOC rod is used.

While the repeatability/stability goal of :b 10 microinches was not demonstrated

in Phase I, the causes of the instability were identified and solutions devised. The

implementation of these solutions are detailed in Section 4.6.6. They involve con-

verting the present coherent light source to an incoherent light source, either by a

spinning disc diffuser or using a mercury arc source. Optimizing the relay lens

optics, detector pinhole size, spot size, mount adjustment mechanisms and processing

electronics.

Additions required for Phase II are:

a. Control panel mounted meters indicating detector signal level and

range for machine operation by joystick.

b. Pneumatically vibration isolated machine mount. This is needed to
reduce the vibration. of the 0.058 inch diameter x 3-1/4 inch long

probe. As mentioned in the previous section, it is not needed when

a rigid probe configuration Is used.

c. An N.D. filter wheel settable from the control panel for the purpose

of maintaining the detector signal level within the dynamic range of

the processing electronics.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

The development work accomplished in Phase I has produced a 'building block*
of a coordinate measuring machine and a breadboard model of a noncontacting optic

* probe.

With only minor modifications, the CMM can be expanded into the final A GTCMD.

Since the machine performance was shown to exceed the requirements, the balance of

the work in this area could be categorized as routine development.

On the other hand, the breadboard of the noncontacting optic probe served the

function traditionally associated with the 'breadboard' classification. It provided the

vehicle for identifying problems, for nvestigating solution to the problems and for

compilation of test data that lends a margin of comfort to the feasibility of meeting

the program objectives. Based on the knowledge acquired in Phase I work, imple-

mentation of the tasks needed to provide a reliable, operational noncontact probe

should proceed under a Phase II effort.

The performance level reported herein, for both the CMM and the noncontacting

optic probe, signifies an important contribution to the field of metrology. The optic

probe, in particular, is not application limited to measurement of the size and surface

quality of spur gears. It offers the benefits of noncontacting means for general parts

S inspection with the accuracy and multiaxes/directional probing versatility only now

obtainable with the electronic contacting probes.
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